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Screening voltage sensors is slow and ineﬃcient
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Optically controlled system, no wires
Consistent and adjustable expression in any cell type
A throughput of 96 constructs screened
a day
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Figure 4. We transduced bPac Enzyme, R-Geco, and the
CNG channel into HEK cells. A dose response to 20ms of
blue light. As the cAMP levels rose, there was a increase in
fluorescence in the red caDDis sensor.
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Can we see voltage changes in HEK cells that
have been pulsed with blue light?
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Figure 2. cAMP response to 20ms of blue light. As the cAMP
levels rose, red caDDis increased in fluorescence
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The difference in fluorescence, average of points at base and max,
BPAC and Rcaddis
1% power of 488nm light and increasing by increments of five to 100% power
Average of multiple trials
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Red: Cell One (ROI 1)
Orange: Cell Two (ROI 2)
Blue: Cell Three (ROI 3)
Green: Control
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Figure 5. HEK cells expressing Ilmol(tdTomato), bPAC,
sodium gated voltage channel, Kir 2.1, and CNG. Above
is the raw data of a red voltage sensor (Ilmol) in multiple
cells including a control.
Next Steps:
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Change in Fluorescence

A viral delivery vector
-BSL1
-delivery to dividing and non dividing cell lines
-Consistent controllable expression
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Can we use blue light to control cAMP levels?

Red Trace: R-caDDis, bPAC, 20 ms exposure 488nM light
Green Trace: Control, R-caDDis with 20ms exposure 488nM
light
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Can we see a Calcium response once the cAMP levels are
increased?

We transduced HEK 293 cells with bPAC (blue photo activated
cyclase) enzyme, and the R-caDDis biosensor. caDDis changes its
fluorescence in response to changes in intracellular levels of cAMP.
bPAC is a blue photo activated cyclase that is attached to a type III
adenylyl cyclase. When excited by 488nm light cAMP levels
iincrease.

My Approach:
Excitable HEK 293 Cells
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Figure 3. The enzyme Bpac, and R-caDDis were transduced
in this experiment. bPAC allows us to control cAMP levels
through changes in power of blue light.

Optimize protocol and analysis
Can only test red voltage sensors, green would
activate the bPAC, but everyone wants red voltage sensors

